Particle charging and charge screening in nonpolar dispersions with nonionic surfactants.
The electrostatic stabilization of colloidal dispersions is usually considered the domain of polar media only because of the high energetic cost associated with introducing electric charge in nonpolar environments. Nevertheless, some surfactants referred to as "charge control agents" are known to raise the conductivity of liquids with low electric permittivity and to mediate charge stabilization of nonpolar dispersions. Here we study an example of the particularly counterintuitive charging and electrostatic interaction of colloidal particles in a nonpolar solvent caused by nonionic surfactants. PMMA particles in hexane solutions of nonionic sorbitan oleate (Span) surfactants are found to exhibit a field-dependent electrophoretic mobility. Extrapolation to zero field strength yields evidence for large electrostatic surface potentials that decay with increasing surfactant concentration in a fashion reminiscent of electrostatic screening caused by salt in aqueous solutions. The amount of surface charge and screening ions in the nonpolar bulk is further characterized via measurements of the particles' pair interaction energy. The latter is obtained by liquid structure analysis of quasi-2-dimensional equilibrium particle configurations studied with digital video microscopy. In contrast to the behavior reported for systems with ionic surfactants, we observe particle charging and a screened Coulomb type interaction both above and below the surfactant's critical micelle concentration.